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Ten Outstanding Books in Mission Studies, World Christianity and Intercultural Theology for
2019 ― International Bulletin of Mission Research (IBMR)Noted theologian Samuel Escobar
offers a magisterial survey and study of Christology in Latin America. Starting with the first
Spanish influence and moving through popular religiosity and liberationist themes in Catholic
and Protestant thought of the twentieth and twenty-first centuries, In Search of Christ in Latin
America culminates in an important description of the work of the Latin American Theological
Fraternity (FTL). Escobar chronologically traces the journey of Latin American Christology and
describes the milestones along the way toward a rich understanding of the spiritual reality and
powerful message of Jesus.IVP Academic is pleased to release this important work, originally
published in Spanish as En busca de Cristo en América Latina, for the first time in English.Offers
theological, historical, and cultural analysis of Latin American understandings of
ChristDiscusses the sixteenth-century Spanish Christ, popular religiosity, and developed
theological reflectionCovers the full spectrum of theological traditions in Latin AmericaExamines
the figure of Jesus Christ in the context of Latin American culture of the twentieth centuryPlaces
liberation theology within its social and revolutionary context

"A treasure of a book! Escobar includes historical, sociological, political, and theological
information and insights that give us the complex layers of understanding Christology in Latin
America starting with its roots in Iberian theology and focusing on the Christology in the
twentieth century. The explanations are clear, and the interweaving of the different sources and
arguments can be easily followed. I simply could not put it down. As a practical theologian
interested in matters of mission and evangelism, I had been thirsty for a resource such as this
one. It is enjoyable and profoundly interesting reading." (Elizabeth Conde-Frazier, coordinator of
relations with theological entities for the Association for Hispanic Theological Education)"Where
do we begin the task of elaborating an Original Latin American Christology? In this well-
documented account of the presence of Christ's image in Latin America, Samuel Escobar
answers that question with cultural, missiological, and theological competence. I know of no
other work within Protestantism that has achieved what Escobar did in this book―not another
modern Christology of sorts but the path for the construction of Original Christology from the
context of the American Global South, beyond normative occidentalized theological
attempts." (Oscar García-Johnson, Fuller Theological Seminary, author of Spirit Outside the
Gate)"Samuel Escobar's study of Christology in Latin America is the fruit of a lifetime of critical
evangelical engagement with the challenges of Latin American society, as well as with the riches
of Latin American literary culture. If you want to grasp the distinctive contours of Christianity in
Latin America―whether Catholic or Protestant―read this book. If you want to understand why all



Christians need an understanding of Jesus that is rooted, not simply in his death and
resurrection, but also in his earthly ministry and his proclamation of the kingdom of God, read
this book." (Brian Stanley, professor of world Christianity, University of Edinburgh)"One of the
foremost Latin American theologians Samuel Escobar deftly weaves together the vivid colors of
Latin American Christology in this clear, comprehensive, and critically engaged volume. In
Search of Christ in Latin America is a tapestry of the dramatic portraits of Christ incarnate that
emerge from the Latin American context as a gift to the pueblo and the global church. Escobar is
a participant in the development of Latin American theology and not simply a sideline observer.
As such, Don Samuel offers us a faithful as well as readable reflection on Jesus' person,
presence, ministry, and significance for contemporary Christian mission." (Gene L. Green,
professor of New Testament, emeritus, Wheaton College and Graduate School)"The journey of
Christianity in the Americas is not complete unless an account of Jesus Christ confessed and
followed in Latin America is given in its theological and religious depth. Samuel Escobar's work
is a necessary map for this very task. It traces the histories of how a contextual Christology
emerged from the underside of modernity and the margins of western Christianity to confront the
realities of the impoverished and suffering masses. Here we find a Christian witness that
announces Jesus as the liberator in history for the flourishing of all peoples. This journey takes
the reader through theologies grounded in pastoral practice that seek to parse out a historical
conception of God's salvific acts. From the Roman Catholic liberation theologians to the nascent
Protestant evangelical theology in the 1970s, Escobar's cartography of faith is both a sacred
memory and a constructive path for a Jesus lived and commended." (Jules A. Martínez-Olivieri,
assistant professor of faith and culture, Trinity Evangelical Divinity School) --This text refers to an
alternate kindle_edition edition.Review"The journey of Christianity in the Americas is not
complete unless an account of Jesus Christ confessed and followed in Latin America is given in
its theological and religious depth. Samuel Escobar's work is a necessary map for this very task.
It traces the histories of how a contextual Christology emerged from the underside of modernity
and the margins of western Christianity to confront the realities of the impoverished and
suffering masses. Here we find a Christian witness that announces Jesus as the liberator in
history for the flourishing of all peoples. This journey takes the reader through theologies
grounded in pastoral practice that seek to parse out a historical conception of God's salvific acts.
From the Roman Catholic liberation theologians to the nascent Protestant evangelical theology
in the 1970s, Escobar's cartography of faith is both a sacred memory and a constructive path for
a Jesus lived and commended."-- Jules A. Martínez-Olivieri, assistant professor of faith and
culture, Trinity Evangelical Divinity School --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition
edition.About the AuthorSamuel Escobar, a native of Peru and a leading Latin American
theologian, was one of the key participants in the 1974 International Congress on World
Evangelization at Lausanne, Switzerland. He is professor emeritus of missiology at Palmer
Theological Seminary and a past president of the International Fellowship of Evangelical
Students. His books include The New Global Mission and La Palabra: Vida de la Iglesia. --This
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FOREWORD BY C. RENÉ PADILLA

To Lindy Scott,Carlos Mondragón,Valdir Steuernagel,and toAngelit Guzmán de Mesa,Ruth
Padilla de Borst,and Lourdes de Ita,all of them my companionsin mission and reflection,from the
new generations
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FOREWORDC. RENÉ PADILLAA well-known fact about what is known as the New World that
Christopher Columbus “discovered” in 1492, and which the Spanish and Portuguese
conquistadors conquered and colonized at the start of the sixteenth century, is that the vast
majority of countries that were eventually formed there were born under the aegis of Roman
Catholicism. As a consequence, within the Catholic Church in general it was taken for granted
that there was no need for a theology that addressed issues that the historical context posed in
the life and mission of the church— no need for a theology that had the purpose of making
disciples willing to learn to obey all that Christ taught his own disciples. As a result of this deficit,
the Roman Catholic Church of the colonial period, with few exceptions, as is the case of
Bartolomé de Las Casas (1484–1566), did not produce a theology rooted in biblical teaching
and with the prophetic force necessary to openly oppose the oppression of the indigenous
people by the conquistadors.In contrast to Roman Catholic Christianity, Protestant Christianity
did not arrive in Latin America from the Iberian Peninsula but primarily from other European
countries and the United States, and with a predominant characteristic derived from the
dominant culture in those countries: individualism. It is not surprising, therefore, that the
churches resulting from the missionary movement of those countries would combine the
valuable emphases of the Protestant Reformation (such as the centrality of Jesus Christ and the
acknowledgement of grace as the basis and faith as the means of salvation) with a lack of
appropriate recognition of the social and prophetic dimension of the biblical message.The
theological awakening of Latin America, in the Roman Catholic sector as well as in the
Protestant sector, had to wait until the arrival of the twentieth century, which Escobar calls “a
century of theological searching.” This is the awakening that Escobar follows from a



christological perspective and with great detail throughout this work. What both ecclesial sectors
have in common is the Latin American context characterized by major socioeconomic, political,
and cultural changes that require churches—both Protestant and Catholic—to overcome
traditional concepts related to their roles in society and to seriously consider the theme of their
present missionary responsibility.In the introduction to the original edition of this book, Escobar
stated that he wrote it with “the conviction that there is a well-established historical and social
reality that can be described as Latin American Protestantism, and that it is possible to map the
theological development within this Protestantism” (9). To draw that map, he rightly adopts a
generational close-up that takes as its starting point The Other Spanish Christ, the classic
Christological work written by the Scottish Presbyterian missionary John A. Mackay, initially
published in English in 1933. He uses this classic from the erudite theologian to demonstrate the
need in Latin America, both in the Catholic field and in the Protestant field, to “learn to discern
the significance of Jesus as ‘Christ’ and of Christ as ‘Jesus’ in relation to life and thought in their
wholeness” (62-63).The subsequent chapters are dedicated to describing the salient lines of
Latin American theological reflection in search of that discernment Mackay considered the
priority for the life and mission of the church in Latin America. Concerning Protestant Christianity,
he begins with the generation of the founders of Latin American evangelical thought, among
whom stand out the Mexicans Gonzalo Báez-Camargo (1899–1983) and Alberto Rembao
(1895–1962), the Puerto Ricans Angel M. Mergal (1909–1971) and Domingo Marreno Navarro
(1909), the Argentinians Santiago Canclini (1900–1977) and Carlos T. Gattinoni (1907–1989),
and the Italian-Argentinian Sante Uberto Barbieri (1902–1991). As Escobar affirms, “Several in
this generation participated in important historic movements in their countries and in the task of
producing culture and literature. At the same time, they understood the Protestant message
deeply enough to be able to contextualize in a way appropriate for their national or continental
culture.” (75-76).After the presentation of the founders of Latin American Protestant theology,
Escobar dedicates some pages to briefly explore the theology of Protestant thinkers from a new
generation. From among them, he highlights the Puerto Ricans Angel M. Mergal and Domingo
Marrero, the Argentine José Miguez-Bonino, and the Uruguayan Eilio Castro, all representatives
of the movement that our author deems “ecumenical Protestantism.”To a great extent, the Cuban
revolution established by Fidel Castro in 1959 was the expression of the revolutionary climate
that extended during that era to almost all of Latin America. This book demonstrates the effect
that this atmosphere had on the church and on theology in the Roman Catholic as well as in the
Protestant world. To that age belongs Revolución y Encarnación (1965), the first book from the
Cuban Justo González who today is recognized as the most prolific of the Latin American
theologians. And to the same period also belongs Diálogo entre Cristo y Marx (1967) from
Samuel Escobar. The awakening of the social evangelical conscience was made evident in the
memorable discourse that the same author pronounced regarding this topic in the First Latin
American Conference of Evangelism (CLADE I) celebrated in Bogotá, Colombia, in November of
1969.One of the results of CLADE I was the formation of the Latin American Theological



fraternity one year later. With Samuel Escobar as the first president and with Peter Savage as
the general secretary, this theological movement with a small group of representatives from
various nations south of the Rio Grande was formed within the most active laboratory involved in
the construction of an evangelical theology with Latin American roots. In the final chapter of his
book, Escobar offers a brief synthesis of the theological contributions of this movement
especially in the field of reflection regarding integral mission. Several doctoral and masters’
theses make reference to these contributions not only in Latin America but also in the United
States and Europe. It is worth mentioning that the topic of integral mission reached a global
dimension at the first Lausanne Conference of World Evangelization, especially through the
plenary presentations presented by Samuel Escobar and René Padilla. The validity of this
missiological position would be made visible with much force in the Cape Town Commitment: A
Confession of Faith and a Call to Action, approved by Lausanne III in 2010.In the same years in
which the movement and the theology of integral mission took form in the evangelical world,
liberation theology emerged from the Roman Catholic world with names as prominent as those
of Gustavo Gutiérrez, Leonardo and Clodovis Boff, Juan Luis Segundo, Jon Sobrino, and Hugo
Assmann. In contrast with what took place with the works of evangelical authors, the works of
the Catholic authors mentioned were written and published in Spanish or Portuguese, but within
a short time were translated to English and other European languages. As a consequence, the
Catholic authors were read not only in the United States and Europe, but also in Asia and Africa.
One of the great values of this book is that, in great detail, it objectively presents the Latin
American Catholic and Protestant theological development through a Christological lens. In
doing so, Escobar demonstrates his vast understanding of the subject as one of the most
distinguished voices of the theological movement in Latin America.I finish with one important
fact: of the many books I have edited over the years, none required of me so much persistence
and postponing of deadlines as did this book written by one of the most respected Latin
American evangelical authors. The various editions of this work in Spanish and now this
translation into English are for me the confirmation that such perseverance was beyond doubt
worth the effort. Buenos Aires, Argentina
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1FROM THE POOR CHRIST TOCHRIST OF THE POORWretched Admiral! Your poor
America,your Indian virgin, beautiful and warm blooded,the pearl of your dreams, she is
hystericalwith trembling nerves and a pale forehead. . . .Spurning the kings, we gave ourselves
lawsto the sound of cannons and bugles,and today with the sinister favor of black kingsthe
Judases fraternize with the Cains. . . .Christ walks the streets, emaciated and infirm,Barabbas
has slaves and epaulets,and the lands of Chibcha, Cusco, and Palenquehave seen the panthers
all decked out.This 1892 poem by a famous writer from Nicaragua, Rubén Darío, could be called
a spiritual inventory of Latin America, taken four centuries following the Spanish conquest. The
beautiful, virginal Indian had become a hysterical woman with trembling nerves and a pale
forehead. Biblical references are used to describe fratricidal wars and rampant violence. Within
this framework of decadence and disillusionment, the figure of Christ for Darío, as for many
intellectuals and poets, was nothing more than a sickly, emaciated beggar who inspires pity: a
poor Christ. At that time in various countries, the Catholic establishment was immersed in a
conflict against liberal forces that saw Catholicism as an obstacle to modernization and
progress. Darío reflects this vision when he pictures a Christ who plays the social role of a
helpless victim—when he is not an instrument of domination—in a world governed by corrupt
and cruel military power.Exactly one century later, when the five-hundredth anniversary of the
arrival of the Spanish was marked in 1992, Gustavo Gutiérrez, a Peruvian theologian popular
among progressive intellectual circles in Latin America, published a seven-hundred-page work
with the eloquent title En busca de los pobres de Jesucristo (translated as Las Casas: In Search
of the Poor of Jesus Christ).1 It is a monumental study that took the author some twenty years.
With a focus on the figure of Bartolomé de las Casas, Gutiérrez explores the social role of the
Christianity of Latin America’s conquistadors in the sixteenth century. The book reflects the
profound tensions between those who converted the message of Christ into rhetoric to justify
military conquest and other figures, such as de las Casas, who in the name of Christ opposed
the abuses with intelligence and force. Thus, despite the passing of a century of rapid changes,
a social, cultural, and political analysis of Latin America still finds Jesus Christ relevant as a point
of reference. We might say that during the twentieth century, traditional, institutionalized
Christianity lost political and social power, while the figure of Christ gained fresh cultural and
spiritual relevance.To examine the figure of Christ in the context of twentieth-century Latin



American culture is to enter into a fascinating world of poets, priests, novelists, insurgents, social
prophets, heterodox missionaries, and political agitators. It is a world of tensions between an
Iberian form of Christianity inherited from colonization and an Anglo-Saxon form of Christianity
that entered via liberals and Freemasons; between the relics of African and indigenous religious
practices dressed up in Christian forms, and the currents of a “Protestantized” Catholicism borne
on the winds of the Second Vatican Council; between the red and black flags of the Catholic
fundamentalism of the Argentinian military who invoked “King Christ” in their dirty war and the
“Christ-Guevara” of Cuban theologians and zealous insurgents.“Christianity is Christ” was a
favorite phrase of the evangelical Protestant message in Latin America. In contrast to a static
and formal religiosity, Christ makes all things new, just as the apostle Paul says: “If anyone is in
Christ, the new creation has come: The old has gone, the new is here!” (2 Cor 5:17). An
encounter with Christ radically transforms both individuals and communities. Christ is not just a
word evoking a Galilean teacher; the name of Christ has power to change human beings here
and now. Christ is the model of the new humanity, but also the redemptive power that enables
that new humanity to be born. Thanks to Jesus Christ, we can talk about a human history that
makes sense, and his empty tomb sounds a note of hope allowing us to fully face the tragic
dimension of the human condition. This idea has been expressed emphatically by Argentinian
Methodist bishop and poet Federico Pagura in his well-known tango “Tenemos esperanza” (We
have hope):Because he entered into the world and into history;because he broke the silence
and agony;because he filled the earth with his glory;because he was light in our cold
night;because he was born in a dark stable;because he lived planting love and life;because he
broke hard heartsand lifted up downtrodden souls.This is why today we have hope;this is why
today we persist in our fight;this is why today we look with confidenceto the future.2Sung in the
style of Argentinian tangos, with the sounds and rhythm of an accordion accompanied by the
guitar, double bass, piano, and violin, this tango exemplifies the incredible vitality of the memory
of Jesus Christ, which in a continually fresh and renewed way, across an immense variety of
cultures and languages, continues to inspire new generations of admirers and followers
throughout all parts of the globe.PATHS OF CHRISTOLOGICAL REFLECTIONThe vitality of
Christian experience springs from the presence of Christ himself at the center of life. Likewise in
theology, which is reflection on how our faith is lived out, vitality comes from Christ-
centeredness. In this form of theological thought, Jesus Christ is the central pivot around whose
person and work we strive to articulate our understanding of the content of the faith. Of course
all theology called Christian should have Christ-centered aspects, in which reflection focuses
specifically on the person of Christ—this dimension of theology is called Christology. However, a
fully Christ-centered theology articulates all its parts and sections around the central fact of the
faith: that of Jesus Christ.In the history of Christian thought, theological reflection has
approached Christ via several different paths. One of these is a Christology that concentrates on
the development of dogmas after biblical times. From the first century onward, Christians sought
to summarize what they believed about Christ in phrases or brief declarations known as the



creeds. The Nicene and Apostles’ Creeds come from the first four centuries AD and are
accepted by all the major branches of Christianity. Christology developed as a commentary on
the great creeds recognized by Christianity throughout the centuries.Some of the great
systematic theologians worked to explain and apply these creeds and declarations of faith in
different contexts. Meanwhile Christian teachers created catechisms in accessible language in
order to communicate these dogmas to the faithful. In the time of the Reformation certain
important books written by the Reformers, such as Martin Luther, served as catechisms to
convey Christian doctrine to illiterate believers or to children. And the great theological figure of
the twentieth century, Karl Barth, framed his monumental work on dogmatics as a commentary
on the Apostles’ Creed. There is a brief work of Barth that follows the outline of his systematics.3
In the work of theologians across the centuries, Christology has taken on new forms depending
on the different times and on the historical and cultural context in which the church has
existed.Another path is biblical theology, which studies the form in which the message of the
New Testament developed. It concerns itself not so much with commentary on the classic
creeds as with a return to the original documents, considering how the Gospels, the book of
Acts, the Epistles, and Revelation represent the first believers’ progressive understanding of the
person of Jesus, his work, and its meaning: the fact of Christ. This process of conscientization,
or growth in understanding, began in the Jewish context, where the person and actions of Jesus
of Nazareth are interpreted in the light of the Old Testament. Later it passed to the Gentile world,
in which the person of Jesus began to be understood against the background of first-century
Greco-Roman culture and social reality. The rich variety of christological thinking from the New
Testament authors comes as pastoral and theological responses to questions raised by the
missionary announcement of Jesus Christ along the routes that connected cultures and people
groups in the Mediterranean world of the pax Romana.4As we can see, the paths of dogmatic
and biblical theology are mostly turned inward, toward the interior of Christian communities. We
can follow a third path, however, which aims for a cultural analysis, starting from the conviction
that Christian thought is the fruit of a missionary process by which the announcement of Jesus
Christ crosses all types of barriers. This could be considered a missiological approach. The
paths I’ve summarized look inward and deal with faith as it is expressed and lived out at a
specific time, in dialogue with the past. A missiological theology, on the other hand, pays special
attention to the process of gospel transmission. The Gospels’ narration about Jesus, like the
theological formulations in the Epistles and later systematic reflection, has had a powerful
influence over the cultural manifestations of societies where the Christian faith found a certain
degree of rootedness. At the same time, Christian perceptions of the biblical text, including
reflections now considered classics of the faith, have been influenced by the different cultures in
which Christianity has been rooted. Christian influence on the development of visual, musical,
and literary expression in Europe, for example, not only includes the refined manifestations of
the elite, such as the paintings of famous Spanish painter El Greco and Bach’s music, but also
can be seen in diverse expressions of popular culture, such as an array of Spanish proverbs,



allegorical plays from the Middle Ages, and the Latin American use of sacred images. All of
these reflect the widespread impact of the figure of Jesus Christ on Western society. On this
third route, christological investigation involves analysis of the diverse cultural elements in which
the footprints of Jesus Christ can be perceived.5CHRISTOLOGY IN LATIN AMERICAThis study
aims to provide a brief exploration of spiritual life among Latin American peoples, examining
diverse manifestations of the predominant culture in search of the presence of Christ’s image. In
the process we will consider the efforts of Christian thinkers from Latin America to articulate their
own experience and vision of Christ in dialogue with Latin American realities and the Christian
tradition that they have inherited. It cannot be denied that Latin American culture reflects a
definite Christian presence. This tradition was brought first by the Spanish and Portuguese
conquerors and missionaries in the sixteenth century, and later by Protestant immigrants and
evangelical missionaries starting early in the nineteenth century.The Christ of the Iberian
Peninsula was brought to the New World as much through the presence and lifestyle of the
conquistadors as through the preaching of the missionaries who came with them. It is not always
easy to separate the sword from the cross in a historical examination of the period of the
conquest. The religious life that developed from the introduction of this Iberian Christ took shape
in a long and sad process. First was the traumatic encounter of the Spanish and Portuguese with
indigenous and later African cultures, as Europeans lived for the first time with “the other” in
lands separated from Europe by a great ocean. Later was the jagged process of conquest and
domination, with technological superiority, military astuteness, and alliances of convenience with
enemy peoples permitting the establishment of European dominance over indigenous empires
at a surprising speed. Following this, church institutions were developed, Catholicism became
dominant in the centuries of the Spanish and Portuguese empires, and tensions arose between
civil and military powers, between sacrificial missionaries and impatient functionaries. Recent
research has shown that not only did the natives of these lands suffer traumatic transformations,
but likewise the conquering Europeans were transformed by their historic experience and by the
native geography and culture.6With the rupture of the colonial order in the first decades of the
nineteenth century, the role of Christianity in society also underwent change. A nascent
secularization process across the continent began to displace the Roman Catholic Church as
the shaping institution of the culture, capable of applying social control by means of the
Inquisition or other such mechanisms. This was the moment Protestantism made its appearance
in Latin America. We should remember that the first Protestant preaching arose against the
backdrop of a Christianity in decline or transformation and was not directed into the heart of pure
paganism. Only in the case of native communities in rainforest zones can it be said that the
environment in which the Protestant missionaries preached Christianity was totally foreign.Today
it is important for both Protestantism and Catholicism to thoroughly understand how the
encounter between evangelical preaching and the existing religiosity played out. All of us need
to ask the question, Who is Christ today in Latin America? After long and complex processes of
cultural change, how have interpreters of Latin American life and culture in the twentieth century



perceived Christ? This book aims to construct a partial response to these questions along
theological, historical, and cultural lines. In the final analysis, this reflection will return to biblical
sources and dogmas to argue for the purity and effectiveness of current testimony.Catholic
theologian Elizabeth Johnson reminds us that in 1954, in commemoration of the anniversary of
the Council of Chalcedon, which fifteen centuries earlier had recognized that “Jesus Christ was
truly God and truly man,” theologian Karl Rahner published his seminal work “Chalcedon: End or
Beginning?” Rahner recognized that Catholic thinking on Christology was paralyzed and in a
lamentable state. The use of manuals purporting to explain Christ through an application of
deductive logic gave the impression that what we know of Christ is complete and definite. This
impeded the emergence of new perspectives. Furthermore, Johnson explains, “This manual
approach tended to ignore the wealth of scripture with its narration of the events of Jesus’ life,
such as his baptism, prayer to God, and abandonment on the cross.” A historical perspective
reminds us, Johnson says, that “the Protestant reformers called for a stop to scholastic
metaphysical speculation about Christ’s inner constitution, and a return to a more existential,
biblically based confession of Jesus Christ.”7During Rahner’s time, specifically in the 1950s,
Protestant theological debates centered on the biblical sources for understanding who Jesus
Christ is. It is striking that during the second half of the twentieth century, however, there was
agreement between Catholic and Protestant theologians in Latin America: both groups sought to
recover the Christ of the Gospels and Epistles.
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